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He was featured on the front pages of RollingStone.com, Jezebel.com and was covered by The

Huffington Post. Both Conan O'Brien and Jay Leno featured him in their opening monologues.

Countless news agencies around the world broke the story when he went on Reddit and did an Ask

Me Anything (AMA). Ranking as the 4th most popular Reddit AMA of all time (beating out the likes

of Peter Dinklage, Bill Murray, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Harrison Ford), DoubleDickDude spent

48 hours discussing his life with a genetic condition known as diphallia. Only 1 in 5.5 million males

worldwide are born with two penises. However very few (if any) are born with two working, and by

all accounts, attractive penises. After having managed to stay under the radar for over 20 years

DoubleDickDude (or DDD for short) amassed thousands of followers on Twitter and Tumblr in a

matter of hours. In fact Twitter (temporarily) suspended his account for replying to his followers too

many times!For the past year he has taken to writing a more lengthy and detailed account of his life

so far. Very little could be detailed during a frenzy of questions from thousands on Reddit. DDD

goes from discussing his childhood, and explains how he knew he was special at an early age. His

parents support grounded him in his early youth. We find out how he lost his virginity and was

exposed to his peers. From there he discusses his wild streak of sexual adventures fresh out of high

school. Recapping his favorite questions and answers, discussing sexuality and acceptance DDD

covers the gamut.Don't worry, all the saucy and steamy stories he hinted at in his AMA are covered

and then some. Like that 7-way orgy he briefly detailed amid the torrent of questions during his

AMA. Not to mention the hunky straight gym jock who "went gay" and the poor girl who... shall we

say, her lady place was a wreck after one time with DDD. It's all in there and more! Written from first

person perspective the narrative is raw, honest and often times gritty. Details are not spared and

readers beware, naughty moments are revealed! The next time you see a man on the street with

more than an adequate bulge in his jeans, it might just be DDD.
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DDD needs an experienced coauthor, or at least better editors. His life and experiences are

fascinating but the book is a frustrating, clumsy letdown. I read the first two thirds in under an hour.

The book starts off promising; while obvious that he isn't a professional writer, he does begin with

genuinely touching anecdotes about his parents. The first third of the book goes downhill swiftly,

with dull and clumsy storytelling that is still somehow frustratingly brief. There's no "meat" to them,

no pun intended. The second third of the book literally reads like a collection of hardcore erotica. To

his credit, DDD is much more in his element telling us about his sexcapades. This part of the book

could stand on it's own as a collection of erotic short stories. The final third was frankly unbearable.

It's just copied and pasted Q&A from reddit and Tumblr. The questions were not only repetitive but

most had already been addressed previously in the book.Sorry, DDD.

Although this book is not necessarily the best edited book I've ever read, the writer has had an

amazing and fascinating life growing up with two functioning penises! It is a very short and easy

read. I enjoyed the graphic descriptions of some of the author's sexual adventures, but be warned,

he spares no details when writing about his sexual encounters! In summary, I have quite a bit of

admiration for a man who can live a normal-appearing life while adjusting to and even embracing his

rare physically anomalous condition!

I work in the medical community and I found the idea of two functioning penises intriguing. I do

believe this was his attempt at stating he is a normal person but the sexual experiences of the story

made it hard to look at him as normal. Still a fun read. I missed the AMA on reddit so this was fun to



look at.

I heard about this man with two premises by a news article I read on Facebook of all places. Then I

discover he's written a book. Out of curiosity I got it and was enlightened and found it both funny

and refreshing. Also I love the anecdotes on his family and just his humble mindset and view of

society and the gay community. I could relate to him in many ways. It's a different read not for

everyone but definitely check it out! #TeamDDD

Bought the book because I was thoroughly intrigued. It delivered just what it promised. However,

DDD is even more empathetic and thoughtful than I'd expected. I appreciate the message.

Interesting read if you can make it through ... lots of typos as well.

I bought and read the book out of pure curiosity, wondering how it all worked. I found DDD to be

extraordinarily mature, especially considering his age, brutally honest, with a great sense of humor

and a kind heart for others, a very rare combination of wonderful attributes to go along with his rare

physical condition.

This man loves life, sex, women and men. And God double gifted him.Above all the fun stuff the

best gift that is shared by this book is self-acceptance and acceptance of all the others, as they are.
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